Graphics
LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every
month. In January 2022 the focus is on graphic design, illustration, and animation.
Work is exhibited in our gallery and online from January 10th - 28th 2022, Mon to Fri, 9am - 5pm
To find out more visit https://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/graphics2022
#graphics @lcbdepot

Splash of colour (Houses, Music and Kitchen prints), Commission 1 Harley Red, Commission 2
Harley Silver, Alfie-poo the Shih-tzu
Smiley Bean Art
Oleep / ohuhu pens, Bristol board, wall-hung, online
This artist draws pictures that mean something or have a close connection to her. The first illustration
created was Houses in the splash of colour range, this is a collection of all the houses she and her
friends and family have lived in. Being a violin and piano peripatetic teacher, the second print brings
together all her favourite instruments and the kitchen print is based on the hub of her home, the
kitchen! Being a mum of two children and a beautiful dog, a lot of time is spent there! Alfie is other
picture, an illustration of my dog based on a poem my daughter wrote. And the two motorbikes were
two commissions done for friends, with proceeds going to a local charity.
Prints £15 each via Etsy (Smiley Bean Art), motorbikes already sold (was donated to charity) and Alfie
NFS
Artist Bio
I am a qualified secondary school music teacher who now teaches violin, piano and music theory
peripatetically. I studied music at Liverpool University and also a PGCE at Liverpool Hope. Art is
something I have taken up in the past year and a half and I have loved every minute of it. It allows me
to bring joy to others and has kept me somewhat sane since the pandemic started in March 2020.
I’m so grateful that there is an online platform to share my work with others whilst learning different
techniques and methods!
@smileybeanart

